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The outpatient healthcare market is extremely complex and economi-
cally different from other sectors. The considerable number of specialist 
groups, regional distinctions and a complicated billing system require 
very special expert know-how.

ATLAS MEDICUS® brings transparency to the healthcare market

How does the economic business model of healthcare professionals 
work? What exactly does a pulmonologist do? How many gynaecologists 
are there in a region? What minimum turnover is required? What are the 
opportunities and risks? – Many questions that you can answer compet-
ently with ATLAS MEDICUS®.

Access a dashboard where you can see everything you need to know at 
a glance. It offers you the possibility to give expert advice on any mobile 
device (e.g. smartphone or tablet). 

With the help of our digital consulting assistant ´Finance Planner´ you 
can keep an eye on all the economical key figures of a practice - from prac-
tice establishment to expansion to succession. With little manual input, 
you can set up practice controlling over a multi-year basis for your client 
and calculate the value of practices according to the modified income 
approach. Of course, all information can be saved and reports printed if 
desired.

´Infodienst´ provides you with all the basic information on the healthcare 
sector and its specialist groups. Besides general market information, you 
will also find regional and national performance data, cost structures as 
well as information about diagnoses, investment recommendations and 
much more. This saves you a lot of time you would otherwise spend on 
data research. Additionally it’s also possible to create group-specific re-
ports according to specifications.

You want to get details of the market as well as its specialist groups via 
data that is visually adapted resp. presented in maps? You need informa-
tion on requirement planning or selective contracts for primary care phy-
sicians? ´Region Analyzer´ offers the data required down to county level.

ATLAS MEDICUS® allows you to advise doctors, dentists and other 
medical professionals digitally, competently and professionally in all 
stages of their life.
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